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Immigration and the Crisis in Federalism:
A Comparison of the United States and Canada
KEViN TESSIER"
I. INTRODUCTION
"California will not submit its destiny to faceless federal bureaucrats or
even congressional barons. We declare to Washington that California is a
proud and sovereign state, not a colony of the federal government."' With
these words, Governor Pete Wilson of California defiantly expressed his
state's independence from the federal government in his January 1995
inaugural address. Wilson's bellicose remarks underscore the hostility
currently enveloping relations between the federal government and the states.
In the United States, perhaps the most explosive flashpoint in the deteriorating
relationship between the states and the federal government is the controversy
surrounding illegal immigration. Faced with an influx of illegal immigrants,
which the federal government has proven either unwilling or unable to control,
the states most burdened by the costs of illegal immigration have been seeking
ways to alleviate the problem. Several states have sued the federal government
to get back the money they have spent providing social services and education
to illegal immigrants.2 Most prominently, states have passed measures to cut
off illegal aliens from the benefits of the welfare state, such as California did
with Proposition 187. In essence, the crisis in immigration is a classic problem
of federalism; the states are "balking at supporting illegal immigrants that
Congress refuses to acknowledge or deport."'
The United States is not alone in grappling with federal-state immigration
problems. Canada is also in the midst of a similar crisis. Rather than facing
a serious problem of illegal immigration, Canada's immigration policy has
taken center stage in an evolving constitutional crisis emanating from
Quebec's desire for autonomy and preservation of its French culture. The
central government's attempt to keep Quebec in the Canadian union has also
* J.D. Candidate, 1996, Indiana University, Bloomington; B.S., 1992, University of Redlands.
1. William Claiborne, Wilson Challenges Hill to Match His Hard Line, WASH. POST, Jan. 10, 1995,
at AT.
2. See generally Daniel B. Wood, Legal Fight Over Illegal Aliens, CmSTIAN SCI. MONITOR, May
12, 1994, at 1.
3. Jeffrey Rosen, The War on Immigrants, NEW REPUBLIC, Jan. 30, 1995, at 22,26.
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raised serious questions about how federalist systems of government deal with
immigration law.
Part II of this note will explore the constitutional crises in Canada and the
United States, emphasizing the division of power between the central
government and the provinces or states in the context of immigration law. Part
III will compare the experiences of Canada and the United States regarding
immigration and federalism. Lessons learned from Canada may assist the
United States in managing its crisis in federalism resulting from the federal
government's immigration policy.
HI. IMMIGRATION AND CRISES IN FEDERALISM
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
A. The United States: The Absent Federal Partner
The number of illegal immigrants entering the United States is increasing.
Current estimates indicate that approximately three to four million illegal
immigrants permanently reside in the United States." Recent studies indicate
that this number is growing by 200,000 to 300,000 people annually.' The
federal government has been ineffective in stemming this flow of illegal
immigrants to the United States. Border enforcement has been so ineffective
that Governor Pete Wilson has remarked, "Crossing America's southern border
is easier than crossing most streets in Los Angeles."6 The consequences of
illegal immigration are also more concentrated due to the geographic
concentration of illegal immigrants. A 1992 study by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) estimated that eighty-five percent of all illegal
immigrants in the United States live in only six states: California, New York,
Florida, Texas, Illinois, and New Jersey.7 The study concluded that California
alone accounts for forty to fifty percent of this total.8
The states confronted with large illegal immigrant populations, as well as
advocates of more restrictive immigration policies, argue that such a
concentration of illegal immigrants creates an enormous economic burden on
4. Jonathan C. Dunlap, The Absent Federal Partner, 67 SPECTRUM: J. ST. GOV'T 6, 8(1994).
5. Id.
6. Pete Wilson, Closing the Door, 67 SPECTRUM: J. ST. GOV'T 14, 14 (1994).
7. Dunlap, supra note 4, at 10.
8. Id.
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the states.9 A 1994 study by the Urban Institute commissioned by the
Department of Justice estimated that the seven states most affected by
immigration spend nearly $4 billion annually to cover the costs of health care,
education, and social services provided to illegal immigrants, as well as the
incarceration of illegal immigrant felons.'" The study noted that illegal
immigrants paid only $1.9 billion in sales taxes, property taxes, and state
income taxes." Many researchers agree with the conclusion of the Urban
Institute study: illegal immigrants are a net cost. 2 A study by the California
9. Although much of the national debate has focused on the economic effects of illegal immigration,
other serious consequences may follow from the failure of the federal government to control illegal
immigration. For example, Jorge Castafteda has argued that the presence of large numbers of illegal
immigrants ultimately will undermine democracy in California. Jorge Castafteda, Mexico and California:
The Paradox of Tolerance and Dedemocratization, in THE CALIFORNIA-MEXICO CONNECTION 34, 41
(Abraham Lowenthal & Katrina Burgess eds., 1993). "[B]y the end of the twentieth century," Castafieda
writes, "the richest state in the world will have a terribly skewed political system, with a foreign plurality
that works, consumes, and pays taxes, but does not vote, run for office, organize, or carry much political
clout." Id. at 41-42. With such a large segment of its population socially, economically, and politically
marginalized, Castafleda warns that the result will be the "dedemocratization" of California society. Id. at
35.
10. REBECCA L. CLARK ET AL., FISCAL IMPACTS OF UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS: SELECTED ESTIMATES
FOR SEVEN STATES 6-13 (1994).
!1. Id. at 14. The Urban Institute study, however, did not attempt to calculate the net cost of illegal
immigration since the study intentionally omitted critical factors such as the indirect economic effects of
immigration (i.e. job creation and loss, effects of spending on the economy, trade impacts, and job retention
effects.) Id. at 3.
12. Jane L. Ross, Illegal Aliens: National Net Cost Estimates Vary Widely, GAO REP. NO. 133, July
25, 1995, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File. Although most studies conclude that illegal
immigrants generate net costs, the estimates of the magnitude of this net cost vary widely. Id; see The Net
National Costs of Immigration into the United States, Illegal Immigration Assessed: Hearings on
Immigration and Claims Import of Illegal Immigration Before the House Judiciary Comm., 104th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1995), available in LEXIS, Legis Library, 104TH File (testimony of Donald L. Huddle)
(estimating the cumulative net national costs for illegal immigrants for the decade 1995-2004 as $280
billion); Immigration Costs California $18.2 Billion and 914,000 Unemployed in 1992, Reports New Study,
PR, Nov. 1, 1993, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (estimating illegal immigrants
generated $5.12 billion in total costs to California); Annual Immigration Cost to Floridians Exceeds $3.3
Billion: Legal Immigration Accounts for Almost Three-Fourths of Costs, PR, Dec. 7, 1994, available in
LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (estimating illegal immigrants generated $885 million in costs to
Florida in 1992); Immigration Costs Texans $4.68 Billion, Study Says, UPI, Mar. 2, 1994, available in
LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File. But see Jeffrey S. Passel & Michael Fix, US. Immigration in a
Global Context: Past, Present, and Future, 2 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 5, 12-15 (1994) (assessing the
economic impact of immigrationand determining immigrants are a net fiscal plus to both the private and
public sector); JULIAN L. SIMON, THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF IMMIGRATION 292 (1989) (finding tax
and welfare data indicate illegal immigrants are net contributors to public coffers).
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Office of Planning and Research estimates illegal immigrants create an annual
net cost of over $3.5 billion for California alone. 3
Even if the states benefit economically in the long-term, illegal immigrants
can still create a short-term financial burden. Immigrants often require an
"upfront investment in order to expedite the economic benefit of their
labors." ' Furthermore, even if the overall national economic effect of illegal
immigration is positive, this does not prevent economic dislocations from
illegal immigration in certain states. Julian Simon, a prominent advocate of
the economic benefits of immigration, has noted that even "with respect to all
the public coffers taken together the balance of illegal immigrants is positive,
the picture may well be different with respect to a particular local or state
jurisdiction."'5 For example, studies in California indicate that the negative
economic impact of illegal immigration results from the below average income
of illegal immigrants and the above average number of children of illegal
immigrants in public schools.'6
Faced with the growing economic burden of providing services to illegal
immigrants, several of the most economically burdened states have filed
lawsuits against the federal government seeking reimbursement for these costs.
13. Taxes Paid By Illegal Immigrants Fall Short, Reuters, Sept. 14, 1994, available in LEXIS, News
Library, CURNWS File. For an extensive examination of the costs of illegal immigration to California see
Richard Sybert, Population, Immigration and Growth in California, 31 SAN DIEGO L. REv. 945, 972-95
(1994), available in LEXIS, Allrev Library, LAWREV File. Part of the controversy in the debate about
illegal immigration's economic effects is fueled by inadequate data. The United States Commission on
Immigration Reform has noted, "Given limited information, estimates are based on assumptions regarding
the size of the immigrant population and the public assistance utilization rates of immigrants compared to
native-born residents. Differences in assumptions and data sources have inevitably led to conflicting
results." U.S. COMMISSION ON IMMIGRATION REFORM, U.S. IMMIGRATION POLICY: RESTORING CREDIBILITY
185 (1994). Susan Martin, the executive director of the Commission, has noted the importance of the
research community's lack of consensus on methods and assumptions: "[W/hat may appear to be only slight
shifts in some of those assumptions create shifts of billions of dollars in costs and benefits." Immigrants,
Taxes and Welfare: The Facts, CATO POLICY REPORT, Sept./Oct. 1994, at 6 (including the remarks of Susan
Martin from a Policy Forum held by the Cato Institute on July 8, 1994). See generally Ross, supra note 12
(examining the methodological differences between Donald Huddle and the Urban Institute's studies on the
costs of illegal immigration). The inadequacy in data concerning illegal immigration is best highlighted by
the Commission on Immigration Reforms's discovery that Texas counted prisoners as "foreign born" if they
were born in states other than Texas. Marcos Breton, Does Immigration Help or Hurt U.S.? Experts Don't
Agree, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct. 23, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
14. Edwin B. Silverman, Refugees, Immigrants and the Future: A State Perspective, 16 IN DEFENSE
OF THE ALIEN: PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1993 ANNUAL NATIONAL LEGAL CONFERENCE ON IMMIGRATION AND
REFUGEE POLICY 177 (Lydio F. Tomasi ed., 1994).
15. SIMON, supra note 12, at 292.
16. Id. (citing THOMAS MULLER, THE FOURTH WAVE: CALIFORNIA'S NEWEST IMMIGRANTS: A
SUMMARY 28 (1994)).
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Florida took the lead by filing such a suit in April 1994."7 California filed a
series of lawsuits against the federal government shortly thereafter." Similar
lawsuits have also been filed by Arizona, 9 New Jersey,20 and Texas." New
York' and Illinois' have chosen not to file lawsuits and are pursuing other
means of addressing immigration concerns. While the states' measures differ
to a degree, they all seek financial restitution for the federal government's
failure to effectively enforce its immigration laws.
Florida's lawsuit sought relief from the federal government on both
constitutional and statutory grounds. First, Florida claimed it was entitled to
a grant from the Immigration Emergency Fund controlled by the Attorney
General of the United States, Janet Reno. Florida's second claim alleged it
was entitled to reimbursement for the costs incurred in providing benefits and
services to illegal immigrants as a result of the federal government's failure to
enforce its immigration laws. Third, Florida lodged a constitutional challenge
to the administration of two federal programs, Medicaid and Aid for Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC). These programs limit the class of aliens
that may receive benefits.24 Florida insisted that it was unconstitutional for the
17. Florida Sues Feds for $1.5 Billion Over Immigration Woes: First Suit of Its Kind, LEGAL
INTELLIGENCER, April 13, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
18. California Sues Federal Government Over Immigration, Reuters, May 31, 1994, available in
LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
19. Mary Jo Pitzl, State Sues U.S. Over Expenses for Aliens, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, May 3, 1994, available
in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File. Arizona is currently calculating the costs for education and health
care, and Governor Fife Symington has acknowledged he will push to expand his state's lawsuit to include
these costs once the study is complete. Pat Flannery, State May Expand Immigration Lawsuit, PHOENIX
GAZETrE, May 3, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
20. N.J. Sues Over Costs of Holding Illegal Aliens, Reuters, July 15, 1994, available in LEXIS, News
Library, CURNWS File. New Jersey's lawsuit focuses exclusively on the cost of holding hundreds of illegal
alien felons in its prisons. New Jersey claims that it should be compensated with $50.5 million by the
federal government. Id. New Jersey Attorney General Deborah Poritz has noted that pending further
review, her state may expand its lawsuit to include education, Medicaid, and welfare costs. Id.
21. Mark Langford, Texas Sues for Illegal Immigrant Costs, Reuters, May 26, 1994, available in
LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
22. New York Won't Sue Over IllegalAliens, WASH. TIMEs, June 11, 1994, available in LEXIS, News
Library, CURNWS File. Instead of pursuing legal action, New York is negotiating with the federal
government to recover the money it spends on illegal immigrants. Id. This approach may reflect a
pragmatic judgment concerning the effectiveness of legal action, but it may also reflect New York's
unwillingness to exploit politically the issue of immigration. See Barbara Whitaker, New York Still Has
Open Doors: Immigration Hasn't Become a Fractious Political Issue, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Oct. 13,
1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (arguing New York's political climate historically
has been more tolerant towards immigrants than many other states due to the important role immigrants have
played in the development of New York City).
23. Rorie Sherman, Immigration Suits Gain Critical Mass, NAT'L L.J., June 13, 1994, at A7.
24. 42 U.S.C. § 602(aX33) (1988).
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federal government to allocate funding for these programs based on any
criteria other than financial need. Finally, Florida charged that the federal
government's failure to enforce its immigration laws violated the Invasion
Clause of Article IV of the U.S. Constitution by allowing an "invasion" of
Florida by illegal immigrants.25
In contrast to the approach taken by Florida, California filed a series of
actions seeking federal reimbursement for services the state provides to illegal
immigrants. California's first suit alleges that it is entitled to approximately
$2 billion for the cost of jailing 16,700 illegal immigrant felons and for
building new prisons necessary to incarcerate them.26 California alleges in its
second suit that it must be compensated approximately $370 million for the
annual cost of providing health services to illegal immigrants." A third
California lawsuit seeks reimbursement for the costs of educating the children
of illegal immigrants.28
The federal government argued that Florida's lawsuit should be dismissed
on three separate grounds. First, the state's complaint represented a political
question and as such was not justiciable; second, the plaintiffs had no standing
because they could not prove the federal government was the direct cause of
the state's injuries; finally, the federal government had not waived its right to
sovereign immunity.29
Although District Court Judge Edward B. Davis clearly seemed
sympathetic to the severe financial burden imposed on Florida by the failure
of the federal government to effectively enforce its immigration laws, he
dismissed the lawsuit.3" The court denied Florida's claim to funds from the
Immigration Emergency Fund based on a procedural technicality. Congress
created the Immigration Emergency Fund in 1986 and appropriated $35 billion
25. "The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of
Government, and shall protect each of them against Invasion .... U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 4.
26. Sherman, supra note 23, at A6.
27. Id.
28. Robert B. Gunnison,,Wilson Sues Again on Immigration: He Asks for $10 Billion to Counter
"Invasion, " S.F. CHRON., Sept. 23, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File. The lawsuit
estimates that California spends $5.4 billion annually to educate 307,543 illegal immigrants. Id.
California's lawsuit also takes the same tactic as the Florida lawsuit and alleges that the federal
government's failure to stop illegal immigration violates Article IV, Section 4 of the Constitution (Invasion
Clause). Id.
29. Chiles v. United States, 874 F. Supp. 1334, 1338 (S.D. Fla. 1994).
30. Judge Davis noted in his opinion, "IT]he State of Florida is suffering under a tremendous financial
burden due to the methods in which the Federal Government has chosen to enforce the immigration laws.
The State of Florida is in desperate need of relief from this overwhelming burden it is being unfairly forced
to bear." Id. at 1344.
216 [Vol. 3:21 1
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to reimburse states for the cost of dealing with immigration emergencies.3 '
The law was amended in 1990 to give the Attorney General power to distribute
up to $20 million from the fund annually without a presidential declaration of
an immigration emergency.32 In 1991, Congress directed the Attorney General
to implement regulations which would establish a framework for determining
when states were entitled to a share of the fund.33 Attorney General Janet Reno
finally adopted a series of guidelines for the fund on June 14, 1994, nearly two
months after Florida had filed its lawsuit against the federal government.
34
Because the Attorney General had issued these regulations after Florida had
filed suit, the court declared that Florida's claim to a portion of the
Immigration Emergency Fund was not ripe and would not be so until Florida
actually applied for and was denied relief pursuant to the newly implemented
regulations. 35
Florida's second count alleged that as a result of the federal government's
failure to fulfill its statutory duty to deport illegal immigrants, the state
deserved restitution for providing services to those illegal immigrants that
were allowed to stay in the country. The court ruled that the relevant federal
statutes gave the U.S. Attorney General broad discretion concerning the
deportation of illegal immigrants. 6 Concluding that Florida had failed to
prove that federal immigration law placed the decision to enforce immigration
policy beyond agency discretion, the court held that the complicated balancing
of factors that attends a decision to enforce immigration laws makes such a
decision "presumptively immune from judicial review."37
Addressing the third and fourth counts in Florida's lawsuit, the court
dismissed Florida's claims based on the political question doctrine. The court
noted that providing Medicaid and AFDC benefits to illegal immigrants could
further encourage illegal immigration, having a "serious and substantial
31. 8 U.S.C. § 1101 (1994).
32. Chiles, 874 F. Supp. at 1337.
33. Act of Oct. 28, 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-140, § 610, 1991 U.S.C.C.A.N. (105 Stat.) 823, 832 (to be
codified at 8 U.S.C. § 1101).
34. Chiles, 874 F. Supp. at 1338 (citing 59 Fed. Reg. 30,520 (1994)).
35. Id. Two weeks after the Attorney General promulgated the new regulations, Florida requested
$i. 16 billion from the Emergency Immigration Fund, far more than the $34 million Congress appropriated
for the fund. Michael Peltier, Florida Applies for Federal Immigration Funds, Reuters, June 28, 1994,
available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
36. Chiles, 874 F. Supp. at 1340 (citing 8 U.S.C. § 1103).
37. Id.
19951
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impact" upon the relations between the United States and foreign countries. 38
The court concluded:
If the Court were to order the Federal Government to reimburse the
states, the Court would be intruding into the realm of foreign policy,
an arena in which the Judiciary does not belong.... Once the Federal
Government determines that it is in the best interest of the United
States not to provide these benefits to illegal aliens, the Court's
inquiry must end.39
Dismissing the fourth count in Florida's lawsuit, the court ruled that
Florida could not provide a manageable standard for determining when
immigration to a state constitutes an "invasion" which threatens the state's
sovereignty. Any attempt to create such a standard, the court noted, would
require an inquiry into the effectiveness of enforcement methods and the
reasonableness of budget and resource allocations.' The court concluded that
such an inquiry "is clearly beyond the Judiciary's authority, and should be left
to the Legislative and Executive branches of government."'
The court's ruling that the states must pursue their efforts for
compensation in the political process raises the question of whether the
political process will adequately protect the interests of the states. In recent
history, the Supreme Court has explicitly relied upon the ability of the political
process to protect federalism. In Garcia v. San Antonio Metro Transit
Authority,42 the Supreme Court held that, "the principal and basic limit on the
federal commerce power is that inherent in all congressional action-the built-
in restraints that our system provides through state participation in federal
38. Id. at 1342.
39. Id.
40. Id. at 1344.
41. Id. Since the court dismissed Florida's lawsuit based on the political question doctrine, it did not
consider whether the plaintiffs had standing or whether sovereign immunity barred the lawsuit. It seems
likely that even if a state's lawsuit survived the political question doctrine challenge, it would still be
dismissed on sovereign immunity grounds. See Steve Albert, Wilson's Immigration Suit Is Given Little
Chance, THE RECORDER, April 26, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (quoting
University of Southern California law professor Erwin Chemerinsky: "The case will be thrown out on
sovereign immunity grounds .... The United States can only be sued for money damages if it waives
sovereign immunity. There is no such waiver in this lawsuit."); see also Note, Unenforced Boundaries:
Illegal Immigration and the Limits of Judicial Federalism, 108 HARv. L. REV. 1643, 1659 (1995)
(commenting that the Supreme Court "would have to break considerable new constitutional ground" in order
to grant relief to the states in these lawsuits) [hereinafter Unenforced Boundaries].
42. 469 U.S. 528 (1985).
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government action. The political process ensures that laws that unduly burden
the States will not be promulgated." '43 Unlike commerce clause issues,
immigration law creates a unique problem for federalism because only a
relatively small number of states are significantly affected by illegal
immigration. Florida argued in its lawsuit that the political process was unable
to rectify what it believed was an inordinate and discriminatory financial
burden placed on the states receiving the bulk of illegal immigration:
The national political process has provided no adequate safeguard
against this discrimination. The costs imposed by the continuing
influx of aliens on state and local governments are disproportionately
concentrated in only a few states, including Florida. Representatives
of other states have a political incentive to ignore such costs, or to
provide only small and thus far ineffective tokens of assistance, rather
than ensure that they are borne equitably."
The court recognized some truth in Florida's contention, noting "This case
demonstrates that what may be in the best interests of the United States, can
be devastating to individual states, in this case, the State of Florida."'
Assuming that the seven states most affected by illegal immigration could
reach a consensus and vote as a block, they would only represent fourteen
votes in the Senate and only 175 votes in the House of Representatives, forty-
three votes short of a majority.'
43. Id. at 556. This idea has been endorsed in the past by scholars such as Herbert Wechsler. See
HERBERT WECHSLER, The Political Safeguards of Federalism, in PRINCIPLES, POLITICS AND FUNDAMENTAL
LAW 49, 78 (1961) (arguing "the national political process in the United States-and especially the role of
the states in the composition and selection of the central government-is intrinsically well adapted to
retarding or restraining new intrusions by the center on the domain of the states.").
44. Chiles, 874 F. Supp. at 1336 (quoting plaintiff's complaint, at 64); see also Unenforced
Boundaries, supra note 41, at 1643 (discussing failure of the political process to address the impact of illegal
immigration on the states).
45. Chiles, 874 F. Supp. at 1341 n.13.
46. Marcus Stem, Bidfor Migrant Funds Apt to Be a 3-Time Loser: White House, Courts, Congress
May Balk SAN DIEGo UNIoN-TlIB., Feb. 14, 1994, at Al, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS
File. Even within these state delegations to Congress, however, there is disagreement regarding federal
funds for illegal immigration. Rep. Duncan Hunter from California, for example, has indicated he would
vote against federal reimbursement to the states for the costs of illegal immigration because it would serve
as an additional incentive for illegal immigration and would undermine the resolve to control the border.
Id. Illegal immigration, however, is likely to remain a critical political issue since the seven states with the
largest immigrant populations account for two-thirds of the electoral votes needed to win the Presidency.
Ann Davis, The Return of the Nativists, NAT'L L.J., June 19, 1995, at Al, A24.
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Immediately after the district court announced the dismissal of Florida's
lawsuit, Governor Lawton Chiles declared that he would appeal the ruling.47
Following the initial ruling in the Florida case, both the California and Texas
lawsuits against the federal government were dismissed on similar grounds."
The dismissal of all three suits suggests that the remaining lawsuits filed by
Arizona and New Jersey will also be dismissed.49
Many experts predict that if Florida's lawsuit against the federal
government fails, the state will adopt a measure similar to California's
Proposition 187.50 Initial predictions that anti-immigrant sentiment in other
states would never reach a level commensurate to the passage of Proposition
187 have proven inaccurate.5 In immigration, "as California goes, so goes the
nation."52 In at least a dozen states grassroots activists and state legislators
have endorsed anti-immigration measures modeled after Proposition 187.13
Passed by a large majority of Californians in a ballot initiative in 1994,
Proposition 187 denies public education, ' social services," and non-
47. Court Dismisses Florida's Suit on Health Spending for Immigrants, BNA HEALTH CARE DAILY,
Dec. 29, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
48. Federal Judge Dismisses State Lawsuit to Recoup Costs of Illegal Immigration, BNA HEALTH
CARE DAILY, Mar. 8, 1995, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (discussing dismissal of the
California lawsuit); Ross Ramsey, Judge Throws Out Immigration Lawsuit, HOUSTON CHRON., Aug. 10,
1995, at A21, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (discussing dismissal of the Texas
lawsuit).
49. State Immigration Costs Should Be Reimbursable, ST. J.-REG., Dec. 23, 1994, at 6, available in
LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File. Critics claim that these lawsuits never had a serious chance of
success and were merely "political grandstanding." Nancy Cleeland, Florida Immigration Suit Killed:
California Bid to Recover Cost of Illegals May Suffer, SAN DIEGO UNioN-TRIB., Dec. 21, 1994, at Al,
available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (quoting Lucas Guttentag, director of the Immigration
Project for the American Civil Liberties Union).
50. David LaGesse, Discontent Grows Toward Immigrants: Florida May Duplicate California
Measure, SUN-SENTINEL, Jan. 8, 1995, at A4, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
51. Davis, supra note 46, at A24.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Section 7(a) provides: "No public elementary or secondary school shall admit, or permit the
attendance of, any child who is not a citizen of the United States, an alien lawfully admitted as a permanent
resident, or a person who is otherwise authorized under federal law to be present in the United States." 1994
Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 187 § 7(a) (West) (to be codified at CAL. EDUc. CODE § 48,215 (West)).
55. Section 5(b) of Proposition 187 provides:
A person shall not receive any public social services to which he or she may be otherwise
entitled until the legal status of that person has been verified as one of the following:
(1) A citizen of the United States.
(2) An alien lawfully admitted as a permanent resident.
(3) An alien lawfully admitted for a temporary period of time.
1994 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 187 § 5(b) (West) (to be codified at CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE § 10001.5
(West)).
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emergency health care 6 to illegal immigrants. Additionally, public officials
are required to report anyone applying for state benefits whom the official
"determines or reasonably suspects" is an illegal immigrant." In sum, all of
the different provisions contained in Proposition 187 are intended "to stem the
flow of illegal aliens into California, encourage the state's roughly 1.4 million
illegal residents to go home, and expel the rest." 8
56. Section 6(b) of Proposition 187 provides:
A person shall not receive any health care services from a publicly-funded health care facility,
to which he or she is otherwise entitled until the legal status of that person has been verified as
one of the following:
(I) A citizen of the United States.
(2) An alien lawfully admitted as a permanent resident.
(3) An alien lawfully admitted for a temporary period of time.
1994 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 187 § 6(b) (West) (to be codified at CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 130
(West)).
57. The language of Section 5(c) of Proposition 187 is illustrative of Proposition 187's reporting
scheme:
If any public entity in this state to whom a person has applied for public social services
determines or reasonably suspects, based upon the information provided to it, that the person is
an alien in the United States in violation of federal law, the following procedures shall be
followed by the public entity:
(1) The entity shall not provide the person with benefits or services.
(2) The entity shall, in writing, notify the person of his or her apparent illegal
immigration status, and that the person must either obtain legal status or leave the
United States.
(3) The entity shall also notify the State Director of Social Services, the Attorney
General of California and the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service
of the apparent illegal status, and shall provide any additional information that may
be requested by any other public entity.
1994 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 187 § 5(c) (West) (to be codified at CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE § 10001.5
(West)).
58. Peter H. Schuck, The Message of Proposition 187: Facing Up to Illegal Immigration, 21 AM.
PROSPECT, Spring 1995, at 85; Hiroshi Motomura, Immigration andAlienage, Federalism and Proposition
187, 35 VA. J. INT'L L. 201, 202 (1994) ("Proposition 187 is clearly meant to deter undocumented aliens
from entering California and to encourage the voluntary exit of those already there."); California Governor
Pete Wilson has expressed the hope that illegal immigrants denied social services will simply "self-deport."
William Safire, Self-Deportation? N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 21, 1994, at A15.
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Proposition 187 is currently enjoined by a federal court order.3 9 No state
response to current illegal immigration problems has gone as far as Proposition
187, and its passage "virtually assures judicial reconsideration of the role of
the states in the sphere of immigration."
B. Canada: Quebec and the Constitutional Crisis of Canadian Unity
In contrast to the United States, immigration law is at the center of a
constitutional crisis in Canada which threatens the unity of the entire country.
Unlike the United States, if Canada fails to reach an acceptable solution to its
federalism crisis, of which immigration is a part, Canada will face an
enormous threat to national unity. One Canadian constitutional scholar
remarked: "For the Canadian state the politics of federalism are the politics of
survival."'
Under the British North America Act of 1867 (BNA), which served as the
constitution of Canada until Canada officially separated from Britain in 1982,
the provinces played an important role in Canadian government. The framers
of the BNA recognized that both the size and cultural and ethnic diversity of
Canada required a form of federalism with provincial governments providing
the necessary local control.62 The BNA contains two sections which establish
59. League of United Latin American Citizens v. Wilson, 59 F.3d 1002, 1005 (9th Cir.. 1995)
(enjoining sections 4-7 of Proposition 187). As this issue went to print, Judge Mariana Pfaelzer of the
United States District Court for the Central District of California issued a final ruling on the motion for
summary judgment made by the plaintiffs challenging the constitutionality of Proposition 187. League of
United Latin American Citizens v. Wilson, No. CV 94-7569, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17720 (C.D. Cal. Nov.
20, 1995). Granting most of the plaintiffs' motion, Judge Pfaelzer invalidated a majority of Proposition
187s provisions. Striking down the classification, notification and cooperation/reporting provisions of
sections four through nine of the initiative, Judge Pfaelzer strongly reasserted the federal government's
supremacy in immigration law:
No matter now serious the [illegal immigration] problem may be, however, the authority to
regulate immigration belongs exclusively to the federal government and state agencies are not
permitted to assume that authority. The State is powerless to enact its own scheme to regulate
immigration or to devise immigration regulations which run parallel to or purport to supplement
the federal immigration laws.
Id. at *86. Judge Pfaelzer also ruled that Proposition 187's denial of primary and secondary education to
illegal immigrants conflicted with the Supreme Court's ruling in Plyler v. Doe and was therefore preempted
by federal law. Id. at *41.
60. Peter J. Spiro, The States and Immigration in an Era of Demi-Sovereignties, 35 VA. J. INT'L L.
121, 133 (1994).
61. EDwIN R. BLACK, DIVIDED LOYALTIES: CANADIAN CONCEPTS OF FEDERALISM 1 (1975).
62. Bruce Ackerman & Robert Charney, Canada at the Constitutional Crossroads, U. TORONTO L.J.
117, 121-24(1984). Under the current constitutional system, the provinces have retained significant political
influence because of Canada's strong regional diversity, the strengthened financial position of some
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the distribution of power regarding immigration between the federal
government and the provinces. In a significant departure from the general
practice of dividing power into exclusive spheres, the BNA created a system
of "concurrent jurisdiction" for immigration laws. 3 Section 95 of the BNA
provided:
In each Province the Legislature may make Laws in relation to
Agriculture in the Province, and to Immigration into the Province; and
it is hereby declared that the Parliament of Canada may from Time to
Time make Laws in relation to Agriculture in all or any of the
Provinces, and to Immigration into all or any of the Provinces; and
any Law of the Legislature of a Province relative to Agriculture or to
Immigration shall have effect in and for the Province as long and as
far only as it is not repugnant to any Act of the Parliament of
Canada.'
The power given to the provinces to enact regulations in these two areas was
truly exceptional in Canada's constitutional scheme since these were the only
areas in which the national government and the provincial governments both
had the power to regulate.
The other significant provision in the BNA relating to the division of
powers regarding immigration gave the central government exclusive
jurisdiction over naturalization and aliens.65 Canadian jurisprudence also
recognized the national government's exclusive jurisdiction over citizenship.'
In relation to this power, the provinces were prohibited from erecting barriers
to travel from province to province.67 Although the national government
retained a veto power over any immigration law which was "repugnant" to any
national law," the provinces retained significant powers to affect immigration
provinces through natural resources, and most importantly, the desire of Quebec to retain a "distinct society"
and autonomy. Leonie Hardcastle et al., The Making of Immigration and Refugee Policy: Politicians,
Bureaucrats and Citizens, in I IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE POLICY: AUSTRALIA AND CANADA COMPARED
95, 102 (Howard Adelman et al. eds., 1994).
63. ROBERT C. VIPOND, LIBERTY AND COMMUNITY: CANADIAN FEDERALISM AND THE FAILURE OF
THE CONSTrrUTION 165 (1991).
64. CAN. CONST. (British North American Act, 1867), § 95.
65. See id. § 91(25).
66. JULIUS GREY, IMMIGRATION LAW IN CANADA 5 (1984).
67. Id. at 7.
68. The veto power of the national government served the same purpose performed by the Supremacy
Clause in Article VI of the Constitution. VnPOND, supra note 63, at 117.
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law; the provinces maintained exclusive jurisdiction over education, health,
labor relations, social welfare, and private law.' Essentially, the provinces'
main role in immigration policy was to assist in the integration of immigrants
into Canadian society and to establish services to support them.7"
The overlapping powers outlined by the BNA created the potential for
significant conflict between the provinces and the national government over
immigration policy. In order to avert such conflicts, the Immigration Act of
1976 7 created a framework for cooperation between the provinces and the
national government in Ottawa. Section 108 of the Immigration Act gave the
provinces the authority to consult with the national government on
immigration policy and enter into agreements with the national government
relating to immigration. Section 109 states:
(1) The Minister shall consult with the provinces respecting the
measures to be undertaken to facilitate the adaptation of permanent
residents to Canadian society and the pattern of immigrant settlement
in Canada in relation to regional demographic requirements.
(2) The Minister, with the approval of the Governor in Council, may
enter into an agreement with any province or group of provinces for
the purpose of facilitating the formulation, coordination and
implementation of immigration policies and programs.'
Eager to take advantage of this new system, Quebec entered into an
agreement with the national government in 1978. Known as the Cullen-
Couture Accord, this agreement gave Quebec unprecedented control over
immigration into the province.' It also gave Quebec broad authority to select
the immigrants who would settle in the province. According to the agreement,
69. Valerie Matthews Lemieux, Immigration: A Provincial Concern, 13 MAN. L.J. 111, 112 (1983).
70. GREY, supra note 66, at 6.
71. Immigration Act of 1976, R.S.C., ch. 1-2 (1985XCan.).
72. Immigration Act, ch. 1-2. Section 109(1)'s reference to "demographic requirements" is a clear
reference to the special needs of Quebec. GREY, supra note 66, at 7. Under the 1976 Act, the immigration
agreements between the national government and the provinces could be abrogated or altered unilaterally
by a federal statute. PETER W. HOGG, MEECH LAKE CONSTTUTIONAL ACCORD ANNOTATED 23 (1988).
73. The agreement possibly violates the Canadian Constitution, but even if the agreement were
successfully challenged on these grounds, the political situation in Canada is such that the national
government would merely reenact the agreement after providing the requisite constitutional authority to pass
the agreement. GREY, supra note 66, at 9.
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any potential immigrants to Quebec must be reviewed by the Immigration
Review Board of Quebec.74 Under the Canadian point system used to
determine the admission of immigrants into the country, immigrants receive
an equal number of points (nine) for an ability to speak, read, and write
fluently in either English or French."' Under the agreement with the national
government, Quebec was allowed to give greater importance under the point
system to French language skills.76 Consequently, any immigrant who has
secured Quebec's approval for immigration to Quebec needs to obtain only
thirty points on the national point system." In order to oversee its newly
granted immigration powers, Quebec has been the only province to establish
its own Ministry of Immigration.'
The Cullen-Couture Accord was seen by many Quebecers as a necessary
step to protect Quebec's distinct society. Quebec is the only predominantly
French-speaking province in Canada:' and has historically resisted the outside
influences of English-speaking Canada, believing that these influences threaten
Quebec's unique language and culture. Quebec's entire history is "haunted by
the fear of anglicization, obsessed by the examples of Louisiana and parts of
Canada where the French presence lives now only in folklore.""0  The
perceived fragility of the French culture in North America has fueled powerful
nationalist sentiments in Quebec." Since the French-speaking majority in
Quebec views Quebec, rather than Canada as a whole, as their primary
political and cultural community, Quebec has called for the national
74. Even though the Quebec board has a significant say in immigration policy, the Cullen-Couture
Agreement "in no way removed Ottawa's veto; (Quebec] merely acquired one of its own." GREY, supra
note 66, at 10. The national government still retained the power to refuse to admit anyone into Quebec or
any other part of Canada. Id.
75. Pauline Leitch, Language and Immigrants, FIN. POST, Dec. 6, 1994, at 18.
76. GREY, supra note 66, at 8. The accord did not apply to family reunification immigrants and
refugees which, by the late 1980s, represented the majority of all immigrants coming to Canada. PATRICK
J. MONAHAN, MEECH LAKE: THE INSIDE STORY 70 (1991).
77. GREY, supra note 66, at 8.
78. R.A. Vineberg, Federal-Provincial Relations in Canadian Immigration, 30 CAN. PUB. ADMIN.
299, 316 (1987).
79. French is the mother tongue of 84% of all Quebecers. Daniel Johnson, The Case for a United
Canada FOREIGN POL'Y, Summer 1995, at 78, 82. More than 90% of Quebecers now use French as the
principal language of the workplace, and more than 90% of all students in Quebec pursue their primary and
secondary education in French. Id.
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government to transfer all the powers necessary to preserve and strengthen its
unique society to Quebec."2
Other historical factors motivate Quebec's quest for autonomy. The
province was settled by French-speaking immigrants long before the British
settlers imposed a parliamentary government on the region. The people of
Quebec feel that they have been left out of much of the political process which
has shaped Canada. The government of Quebec was essentially excluded from
the ratification of the 1982 Constitution. 3 Quebec refused to ratify the new
constitution," but was, nevertheless, legally bound by the new constitution by
virtue of its membership in the Canadian union. 5 According to Daniel
Johnson, leader of the Quebec Liberal Party, these events created among
Quebecers, "a sense of betrayal and isolation that lingers today."86 In addition
to the procedural objections to the ratification of the new constitution, many
Quebecers objected on substantive grounds. Jacques Parizeau, the current
Prime Minister of Quebec and leader of the Parti Qudbdcois, has argued that
"the 1982 constitution brought about a change in the nature of Canada. It
embodied and propelled a strong Canadian national will that now negates the
very existence of Quebec as a nation."87 Furthermore, Quebecers believe that
since French-speakers constitute only a minority in Canada as a whole, their
interests are constantly sacrificed by majority rule. 8
Since Quebec believes its interests are not sufficiently represented in the
national political process, the province sees preservation of its autonomy as the
only way to preserve its distinct culture. The provincial government in Quebec
has come to see immigration policy as an important mechanism to achieve this
goal. Faced with a falling birthrate among French Canadians, Quebec has
encouraged French-speaking immigrants to come to Quebec while while at the
82. Kenneth McRoberts, Disagreeing on Fundamentals, in THE CHARLOTTETOWN ACCORD, THE
REFERENDUM, AND THE FUTURE OF CANADA 249, 250 (Kenneth McRoberts & Patrick Monahan eds., 1993).
83. Johnson, supra note 79, at 86.
84. At the time of its ratification, every party in Quebec's National Assembly denounced the 1982
Constitution, and every Quebec government elected since then has refused to ratify the document. Jacques
Parizeau, The Case for a Sovereign Quebec, FOREIGN POL'Y, Summer 1995, at 69.
85. The Canadian Supreme Court rejected Quebec's argument that unanimous consent of all the
provinces, including Quebec, was necessary for the new constitution to become law. In the Matter of a
Reference to the Court of Appeals of Quebec Concerning the Constitution of Canada, 2 S.C.R. 793 (1982).
86. Johnson, supra note 79, at 86.
87. Parizeau, supra note 84, at 70.
88. The French-speaking majority in Quebec has pointed to a history of discrimination against French
speakers in English-speaking Canada. For example, historically, English-speaking Canada has denied
French-speaking minorities any bilingual resources, particularly French language instruction in schools.
Dion, supra note 80, at 89.
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same time discouraging English-speaking immigrants from settling in the
province. 9 Thus, provincial control of immigration is treated as a paramount
concern by the Quebec government."
Quebec's desire for autonomy was transformed into a constitutional crisis
in the beginning of the 1980s. In 1980, forty percent of Quebec's electorate
voted in a provincial referendum for a loose sovereignty association with
Canada which would have left Quebec with only economic ties to the national
government in Ottawa.9 Two years later in 1982, Quebec refused to ratify the
new Canadian constitution.' The national government had foreseen such an
action, so it had purposely included a ratification scheme which did not require
unanimous approval of the provinces; only a majority of the provinces had to
approve the new constitution and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms for them
to become law. 3 Canada, however, faced the real possibility that its fragile
union would crumble apart amidst Quebec's claims to independence.
To ensure the continued viability of the Canadian union, the national
government in 1987 negotiated a compromise accord with Quebec which
would guarantee Quebec enough independence within the union that it would
agree to ratify the new constitution. Known as the Meech Lake Accord, this
compromise gave significant governmental powers back to Quebec. The
Accord, which would be considered an amendment to the 1982 Constitution,
89. Id. at 96 (noting that by 1981, the fertility rate of native French speakers in Quebec had dropped
below replacement levels).
90. But see Gwynne Dyer, Last Chance? Immigration Will Weaken Separatist Influence, THE
GAZETTE (Montreal), June 21, 1994, at B3, available in LEXIS, World Library, ALLWLD File (arguing
even new French-speaking immigrants to Quebec will not share the same separatist passions as previous
generations and eventually this change will weaken the separatist movement). Ultimately, the ability of
Quebec to use its immigration policy to serve its special cultural needs is limited since Quebec is powerless
to prevent anyone from obtaining residence in a different province and then immediately moving to Quebec.
GREY, supra note 66, at 10. Section 6 of the Canadian Charter of Rights guarantees that "every citizen of
Canada and every person who has the status of a permanent resident of Canada has the right (a) to move and
take up residence in any province .... CAN. CONST. (Constitution Act, 1982) pt. I (Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms), § 6(2Xa). This provision of the Charter is not subject to the override provision of
Section 33 of the Charter. Section 33(l) states: "Parliament or the legislature of a province may expressly
declare in an Act of Parliament or of the legislature ... that the Act or a provision thereof shall operate
notwithstanding a provision included in section 2 or sections 7 to 15 of this Charter." CAN. CONST.
(Constitution Act, 1982) pt. I (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms), § 33(1). This limit on Quebec's
ability to control immigration highlights the importance of other aspects of Quebec's immigration policy,
the reception and education of immigrants. Grey, supra note 66, at 10.
91. EDWARD MCWHINNEY, CANADA AND THE CONSTITUTION 1979-1982: PATRIATION AND THE
CHARTER OF RIGHTS 35 (1982).
92. See Parizeau, supra note 84.
93. Ronald L. Watts, Canadian Federalism in the 1990s: Once More in Question, 21 PUBLIUS: J.
FEDERALISM 169, 172 (1991).
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recognized that the French-speaking population was a fundamental part of
Canadian society, recognized Quebec as a "distinct society" within Canada,
provided Quebec with the power to fill vacancies in the Canadian Senate,
mandated that three of the Justices on the Canadian Supreme Court be experts
in Quebec's civil law system, and allowed each province to opt out of federal
programs with which it did not agree.'
Most importantly for purposes of this note, the Meech Lake Accord
guaranteed the provinces input into Canada's immigration policy by allowing
any province, not just Quebec, to enter into immigration agreements with the
national government. A new section would be added to the 1982 Constitution
specifying:
The Government of Canada shall, at the request of the government of
any province, negotiate with the government of that province for the
purpose of concluding an agreement relating to immigration or the
temporary admission of aliens into that province that is appropriate to
the needs and circumstances of that province.9"
Under the proposed changes, the immigration agreements between the national
government and the provinces would be given a degree of constitutional status
as these agreements would have the binding force of law.' Since the bilateral
agreements under the Immigration Act of 1976 did not have constitutional
status, they could be changed unilaterally by the national government.
Constitutional protection of an immigration agreement would "shield it from
the unilateral legislative power of the federal Parliament." Therefore, for the
agreement to be modified, any proposed change would have to be submitted
to the same constitutional amendment procedure stipulated by Section 43 of
the Constitution Act of 1982 which governs amendments that apply to one or
more but not all provinces."
The added constitutional powers given to Quebec by the Meech Lake
Accord highlighted the growing polarization between Quebec and the rest of
Canada.' Ultimately, this effect proved to be the Accord's undoing. Due to
94. See generally HOGG, supra note 72.
95. Id at 21.
96. Id
97. Id at 23.
98. Id. at 24.
99. Watts, supra note 93, at 183.
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the complexities of the ratification process for constitutional amendments, the
Meech Lake Accord required the unanimous consent of all ten provinces.)°
Seven of the provinces, including Quebec, approved the Accord. However,
New Brunswick and Manitoba refused to ratify, and Newfoundland rescinded
its approval after provincial elections brought a new government into power
which opposed the Accord. 0' By June 1990, the deadline for ratification had
passed, and the Accord was defeated.t"e
The failure of the Meech Lake Accord prompted the national government
to negotiate a bilateral immigration agreement with Quebec which became law
in 1991. This five-year agreement enhanced Quebec's control over
immigration by allowing the province to select its immigrants based on
cultural and linguistic considerations.0 3 The agreement requires Ottawa to
consult Quebec before setting annual immigration targets and allows Quebec
to receive up to thirty percent of the immigrants coming into Canada." The
agreement also gives Quebec exclusive responsibility to select independent
immigrants who are neither refugees nor immigrants joining family members
already in Canada under the country's family reunification scheme. 5 To
compensate Quebec for assuming these additional immigration
responsibilities, the national government also agreed to pay Quebec $332
million over the first four years of the agreement.""6
Although the other provinces have resented the fact that Quebec received
such a large share of federal funding, they have not challenged the legality of
the agreement between the national government and Quebec because the
national government has indicated that any province may negotiate a separate
immigration agreement." 7 Thus, Ottawa's desire to give Quebec a degree of
control over immigration into the province requires the national government
100. Id. at 176.
101. Id. at 176-77.
102. Id. at 178.
103. Christine Tierney, Quebec Gains Control Over Immigration From Canada, Reuters, Dec. 28,
1990, available in LEXIS, News Library, ARCNWS File.
104. Barry Came, Sharing Powers: Ottawa Lets Quebec Control Immigration, MACLEAN'S, Feb. 18,
1991, at 20. The agreement allocates 25% of future immigrants to Quebec, proportional to Quebec's share
of the population of Canada, as well as an additional 5% to make up for historical shortfalls in attracting
newcomers. Federalism Falters with Bilingualism, TORONTO STAR, Jan. 5, 1991, at D2, available in
LEXIS, News Library, ARCNWS File.
105. Came, supra note 104, at 20.
106. Id.
107. Alice A. Pellegrino, Note, Meech Lake and the Canadian Constitutional Crisis: The Problem
of Provincial Immigration Control in Federalist Nations, 5 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 751,769 (1991).
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to perform a delicate balancing act; it must satiate Quebec's desire for
autonomy while minimizing the possible backlash from the English-speaking
provinces.'
The failure of the Meech Lake Accord created a widespread sense of
national rejection in Quebec. 'I The Meech Lake Accord represented "the first
time in living memory that the government of Quebec had actully accepted the
risk of agreeing to multilateral and comprehensive package of constitutional
reforms with the rest of English Canada, only to have the agreement scuttled
by provincial legislatures in English Canada.""' Since Meech Lake contained
highly sensitive issues to Quebec, such as the distinct society clause, many
Quebecers felt the rejection of Meech Lake was ultimately a rejection of
Quebec itself."' With polls in Quebec indicating that support for
independence was soaring to unprecedented levels,"2 national and provincial
leaders felt it was critically important to begin a new round of negotiations on
constitutional changes to satisfy Quebec."3
One of the chief criticisms of the Meech Lake Accord was that it did not
cover any constitutional issues other than accommodation of Quebec's
demands for autonomy. Thus, the new round of constitutional talks
culminated in the Charlottetown Accord, a "sprawling agreement" which
replicated all of the essential terms of the Meech Lake Accord, including its
immigration provisions." ' It also addressed new issues such as reform of the
Canadian Parliament, self-government for aboriginal peoples, controls on the
federal spending power, and changes to the constitutional amendment
process."'
108. Alan B. Simmons & Kieran Keohane, Canadian Immigration Policy: State Strategies and the
Quest for Legitimacy, 29 CAN. REV. Soc. & ANTHROPOLOGY 444 (1992).
109. Robert C. Vipond, Seeing Canada Through the Referendum: Still a House Divided, 23 PUBLIUS:
J. FEDERALISM 39,40 (1993).
110. Id
I11. Id.
112. Dion, supra note 80, at 87 (citing polls showing that support for Quebec sovereignty peaked at
70% during the second half of 1990).
i13. Vipond, supranote 109, at41.
114. Id. at 47. Other provisions in the Charlottetown Accord that were directed towards Quebec's
demands for autonomy included a guarantee of Qu6b6cois representation on the Canadian Supreme Court,
a veto power for Quebec and any other province over any constitutional amendments which materially alter
national institutions, and a distinct society clause recognizing the unique cultural heritage of Quebec which
could be used to guide interpretation of the Charter of Rights. Id. at 46. Quebec would also be guaranteed
at least 25% of the seats in the House of Commons in perpetuity, as a hedge against Quebec's declining
share of Canada's national population. Id.
115. Id. at 45-47.
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The comprehensive reach of the Charlottetown Accord was ultimately its
undoing. With so many potentially divisive issues included in the new
Accord, Quebec and the other the provinces all found different reasons to
reject the agreement."6 In a national referendum in October 1992, majorities
in six of the ten provinces, including Quebec, rejected the Accord." 7
In the aftermath of the rejection of the Charlottetown Accord, Canada is
faced with an uncertain future. Peter Russell has argued that the failure of the
Charlottetown Accord marks the end of Canada's "mega constitutional
politics," a quest for a grand constitutional restructuring."8 Since the Accord
involved so many different issues and constituencies, its failure has produced
what Russell refers to as "constitutional fatigue.""' 9 According to Russell, the
present generation of Canadians will not attempt to engage in a new round of
"mega constitutional politics" to reach an agreement on a broad package of
constitutional reforms. 20
On the other hand, Patrick Monahan has argued that this constitutional
fatigue will only be temporary.12 1 Since many of the interests represented in
the negotiations surrounding the Charlottetown Accord have remained
unfulfilled, Monahan believes the issue of constitutional reform will inevitably
re-emerge before the end of the decade."22 The current constitutional
tranquility following the rejection of the Charlottetown Accord, Monahan
argues, is more a "temporary ceasefire, than a lasting constitutional peace.' 23
116. Id. at 40.
117. Id.at39.
118. PETER H. RUSSELL, CONSTITUTIONAL ODYSSEY: CAN CANADIANS BECOME A SOVEREIGN
PEOPLE? 228-29 (2d ed. 1993).
119. Id. at 228.
120. Id. at 190.
121. Patrick J. Monahan, The Sounds of Silence, in THE CHARLOTrETOWN ACCORD, THE
REFERENDUM AND THE FUTURE OF CANADA 222, 223 (Kenneth McRoberts & Patrick J. Monahan eds.,
1993). In a provincial referendum on Quebec's sovereignty, Quebecers voted by a perilously slim margin
of 50.5% to 49.5% to reject a move to make Quebec a sovereign nation. Rogers Worthington, 50.5% -
49.5%: Unity Wins in Quebec, CI. Tmrn., Oct. 31, 1995, at I. Many scholars predict that the close vote,
far closer than the 60% to 40% vote in the 1980 referendum that also rejected sovereignty, "almost certainly
means the rest of Canada will have to consider and accomodate Quebec's grievances in the immediate
future." Id Even though Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien is prepared to make new concessions to
Quebec, it is unclear whether a new round of "mega-constitutional politics" will result. Bloc Qudb6cois
leader Lucien Bouchard who spearheaded the drive for Quebec's sovereignty in the latest referendum has
rejected an initial offer from Chretien to negotiate a new relationship between Canada and Quebec. Rogers
Worthington, Quebec Separatists in No Mood to Surrender, Cam. TRm., Nov. 1, 1995, at 3. Bouchard has
indicated that government to government negotiations between Quebec and Canada would take place only
after Quebec was an independent nation. Id
122. Id.
123. Id. at 224.
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If a new round of constitutional politics is in Canada's future, the
prospects of success for such a round are poor.'24 Even in failure,
Charlottetown set the precedent for any future round of constitutional politics;
a new round of constitutional reforms will be complex, involving a large
number of issues and participants, and will be subjected to a national
referendum for approval.'25 What doomed Meech Lake, and to a lesser extent
Charlottetown, still remains the most basic stumbling block to any future
constitutional accord. English-speaking Canada and Quebec have embraced
notions of political community which are mutually exclusive.'26 English-
speaking Canada has endorsed a constitutional vision of provincial equality in
which there is no room to accommodate Quebec's desire for special
treatment.'27 The Charlottetown Accord attempted to bridge the gap between
these two competing visions and was soundly rejected by a majority of
Canadians.
An end to Canada's marathon efforts at constitutional reform does not
mean that Canada will not face a serious unity crisis in the future. The existing
constitutional framework could be blown apart if the separatist movement in
Quebec wins both the next election in Quebec and a subsequent provincial
referendum on Quebec's sovereignty.' Such a unity crisis, unlike Canada's
previous attempts at constitutional reform, will not be characterized by a long,
elaborate process of public consultations and multilateral negotiations. Rather,
the failure to reconcile Quebec's desire for special treatment raises the
prospect that past efforts at constitutional reform will be replaced by a
confrontation between Quebec and the rest of Canada, characterized by "an
exchange of ultimatums, threats, and counter-threats."'29 Whatever form a
unity crisis ultimately takes, maintenance of a strong provincial control over
immigration will certainly remain at the heart of Quebec's plan to preserve its
unique culture and language.




128. RUSSELL, supra note 118, at 229.
129. Id.
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ImI. LESSONS FROM CANADA
In his commentary regarding the Charlottetown Accord, Robert Jackson
recounted a popular joke concerning the American view of Canadian
constitutional politics:
In a prison where an American and a Canadian were on death row, the
warden came by the day before they were going to die and said, "We
always give prisoners one last wish. What would you like yours to
be?" The Canadian said, "I'd just like to discuss the constitution one
more time," to which the American said, "Then shoot me dead right
now." 
30
Robert Jackson's joke establishes a good starting point for a comparison of the
experiences of the United States and Canada in immigration policy. A
fundamental difference between the experiences of Canada and the United
States is that the United States has not faced such a string of constitutional
crises in this period of its history. For the most part, the crisis in federalism
that has occurred in the immigration setting in the United States has not been
part of a broader national struggle to define a nation like it has been in Canada.
The overriding concern in the constitutional crisis in Canada has been to
integrate Quebec into the rest of Canada; a failure to do so could result in the
collapse of Canada as it now exists.
A second important difference between the United States and Canada is
that Canada's immigration concerns have primarily focused on legal
immigration. Illegal immigration is negligible in Canada. 3' Immigration
concerns in the United States, however, focus to a large extent on illegal
immigration. This has been the dominant concern of the states and the primary
source of the crisis in federalism.
Despite these differences, the Canadian experience in immigration law has
much to offer as an example for the United States and how it deals with its
own crisis in federalism. At first glance, it seems illogical to say that a country
130. Robert J. Jackson, Comments on Janet Ajzenstat's Essay, in CONSTITUTIONAL PREDICAMENT:
CANADA AFTER THE REFERENDUM OF 1992, at 126, 126-27 (Curtis Cook ed., 1994).
131. Craig Turner, Canada Moves to Limit Immigration, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 5, 1994, at A5. Despite
this difference, the economic issues associated with legal immigration in Canada and illegal immigration
in the United States are very similar. Both countries are attempting to reduce the economic costs of social
services provided to immigrants. Id.
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constantly tottering on the brink of a bitter national break-up has much in its
experience to emulate. Such an attitude towards the Canadian experience,
however, overlooks the possibility that elements of the Canadian response to
the crisis in federalism may be responsible for preventing the unity crisis from
escalating to the actual collapse of the Canadian union. At any rate, even if
Quebec ultimately secedes from Canada, it is undisputed that immigration has
been a success story for Canadian federalism. This section will focus on two
aspects of the Canadian approach to immigration and federalism: the
significant devolution of immigration powers to the provinces, particularly
Quebec, and the system of consultation between the national government and
the provinces.
A. State Control of Immigration Law
One response to the crisis in federalism produced by illegal immigration
into the United States could be to transfer much of the authority to implement
and enforce immigration laws to the states, just as Canada has given Quebec
significant immigration powers. This approach, however, is neither
appropriate in the U.S. context nor in the best interests of the United States.
Quebec's immigration powers are overwhelmingly the result of Quebec's
unique cultural and linguistic concerns."' Immigration powers have been
transferred to Quebec by the national government in Ottawa under special
circumstances and by special agreement.'33 Although other provinces have
been granted the authority to enter into limited immigration agreements and
consult with the national government on immigration issues, the degree of
power transferred to Quebec has not been generalized to the rest of the
English-speaking provinces in Canada. Thus, Quebec appears to be a special
case even in Canada; there appears to be no obvious parallel in the United
States.
Furthermore, transferring immigration power to the states would violate
the preeminent guiding principle in United States immigration law over the last
century: the doctrine of federal supremacy in the formulation and enforcement
of immigration laws. 34 The primary rationale for the supremacy of the federal
government in this setting has been the potential foreign policy ramifications
132. See supra notes 79-90 and accompanying text.
133. See supra notes 73-78, 103-108 and accompanying text.
134. See Spiro, supra note 60, at 134-46.
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of immigration laws. 3' Based on these concerns, the "[p]ower to regulate
immigration is unquestionably exclusively a federal power.1 136
The traditional orthodoxy of federal supremacy in immigration law is not
without its challengers. Gerald Neuman, a professor of law at Columbia
University, has taken a historical approach to the issue of federal immigration
supremacy by documenting a "lost century" in immigration law, the period
1776-1875, in which the states were permitted some controls over
immigration. 3" While Professor Neuman notes that he is not arguing for the
transfer of power over immigration back to the states, he does argue that based
on this historical experience, the present division of immigration authority in
the United States "is neither natural nor inevitable in United States federalism
or in federalism generally.'5 3
8
Peter Spiro, a law professor at Hofstra University, suggests a different
approach. Professor Spiro focuses on the weakened presumption of national
uniformity and control over foreign relations matters in a post-national world
order to conclude that the theoretical underpinning for federal immigration
supremacy is outmoded. 39 "[S]tate-level treatment of aliens," Professor Spiro
argues, "could be more rationally measured and constrained by international
norms relating to the treatment of aliens than by constitutional norms of
uncertain application and legitimacy."'" According to Professor Spiro,
[Foreign nations] understand that where an individual state acts, the
federal government bears no instigatory responsibility and, indeed,
135. See Zschemig v. Miller, 389 U.S. 429, 434 (1968) (invalidating a state law which discriminated
against aliens based on merely "some incidental or indirect effect" on foreign relations); Hines v.
Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 64 (1941) (basing federal supremacy on the historical experience that
"international controversies of the gravest moment, sometimes even leading to war, may arise from real or
imagined wrongs to another's subjects inflicted, or permitted, by a government"); Chae Chan Ping v. United
States, 130 U.S. 581, 606 (1889) (Chinese Exclusion Case) (justifying federal supremacy in immigration
law based on the need for the United States to speak as "one people, one nation, one power" in relations with
foreign countries); Chy Lung v. Freeman, 92 U.S. 275, 279 (1875) (noting the potential for state immigration
laws to "bring disgrace upon the whole country, the enmity of a powerful nation, or the loss of an equally
powerful friend").
136. DeCanas v. Bica, 424 U.S. 351,354 (1976).
137. Gerald H. Neuman, The Lost Century of American Immigration Law (1776-1875), 93 COLUM.
L. REv. 1833 (1993).
138. Id. at 1840 n.34.
139. Spiro, supra note 60, at 123.
140. Id.
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that Washington is powerless to work its reversal as either a legal or
a political matter. In this construct, foreign nations now are more
likely to retaliate directly against the offending state alone rather than
against the United States as an undifferentiated unit.'
Pragmatic political and economic considerations, rather than federal
preemption doctrine, would be the primary regulator of state immigration
policy.
Professor Spiro's argument for greater state control of immigration
overestimates the sophistication of foreign governments to calibrate their
responses to state immigration initiatives. It would be foolhardy to expect a
rational response from Mexico if it plunged into political and economic
instability as a result of a state's crackdown on illegal immigration. 42 Even if
foreign governments can successfully calibrate their responses to state
immigration policies, a larger question is whether the national interest would
be served by an economic or political confrontation between, for example,
California and Mexico. Given the importance of states such as California to
the national economy, even a strategic, localized retaliation may have serious
national repercussions.
Professor Spiro's characterization of the political economy of state
immigration policymaking also ignores an important third category of actors--
other states. Much of the real controversy in the illegal immigration context
is between two groups of states-states like California that feel victimized by
illegal immigration and those that do not.' 3 If state immigration policies such
as Proposition 187 are successful in reducing the population of illegal
immigrants, they will likely do so by shifting the undocumented population to
141. Id. at 122.
142. Emigration to the United States frequently has been cited as a "safety valve" ensuring Mexico's
internal stability. According to Peter Andreas:
[Emigration to the United States] provides a crucial cushion for the Mexican government.
Mexico, by exporting part of its unemployment problem, reduces population pressures on its
urban areas. ... Remittances from immigrants in the United States--estimated at roughly $3
billion per year--are one of the country's largest sources of foreign exchange. . . . The
immigration "safety valve" is so important for Mexico ... that "the only realistic response to the
problem posed by Mexico's difficult internal situation is for the president of the United States
to quietly subvert" U.S. immigration laws. (citation omitted)
Peter Andreas, The Making ofAmerexico: (Mis) Handling Illegal Immigration, WORLD POL'Y J., Summer
1994, at 47-48.
In this context, Professor Sprio's faith in the rationality of potential responses to state immigration policies
is fundamentally unsound.
143. Motomura, supra note 58, at 214-15.
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other states.'" Those states with more lenient immigration policies will bear
a disproportionate share of illegal immigrants who have been barred or forced
out from neighboring states by restrictive immigration policies. '  The
parochial concerns of individual states, once held in check by federal
supremacy in immigration law, will come to dominate state immigration
decisionmaking, and the race will begin for the lowest common denominator
in immigration policy.'" The inevitable result of such a patchwork of state
immigration laws will be national disunity and international confusion.'47
If the national interest is best served by continued federal supremacy in
immigration law, perhaps the best outcome of the Proposition 187 litigation
would be a strong reaffirmation of federal supremacy. The Proposition 187
litigation is a suitable setting for such an approach. First, Proposition 187
arguably has serious foreign policy repercussions. It elicited an angry
response from the Mexican government which claimed Proposition 187 was
motivated by racism and xenophobia.14 Although the Mexican response to
Proposition 187 has been largely pragmatic, one of the long-term
consequences of Proposition 187 may be a revival of Mexico's historic distrust
of the United States in general and a gradual erosion of relations between the
United States and Mexico.'49 There is also some evidence which indicates
Proposition 187 may interfere with important U.S. foreign policy priorities
such as the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement. 5 '
Second, a strong argument can be made that Proposition 187 contains
provisions which conflict with federal immigration law.' Proposition 187
144. Id. at 215.
145. Pellegrino, supra note 107, at 774.
146. This dynamic has already manifested itself in other states' responses to California's Proposition
187. Legislators in states traditionally unaffected by illegal immigration such as Missouri, Oregon, and
Virginia are endorsing restrictive immigration policies similar to Proposition 187 in anticipation of an influx
of illegal immigrants fleeing crackdowns in the border states. Davis, supra note 46, at A24.
147. Pellegrino, supra note 107, at 774. Pellegrino warns that state control of immigration policy may
also exacerbate existing cultural and linguistic disparities, producing a form of "cultural isolationism"
capable of tearing nations apart. Id.
148. Jeff Franks, Prop 187 Threatens U.S-Mexico Ties, Reuters, Nov. 10, 1994, available in LEXIS,
News Library, CURNWS File.
149. Robert Collier, Mexico's Anger on 187 Masked by Pragmatism, S.F. CHRON., Dec. 12, 1994, at
AI, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
!50. Jodie Snyder, Immigration Puts NAFTA on Sidelines: California's Wilson Defends Border View,
PHOENIX GAZETrE, May 28, 1994, at B4, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File (noting hard
line stance on immigration by California Governor Pete Wilson overshadowed NAFTA implementation
issues at the annual Border Governor's Conference).
151. Stanley Mailman, California's Proposition 187 and Its Lessons, N.Y. L.J., Jan. 3, 1995, available
in LEXIS, Legnew Library, CURNWS File.
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denies public benefits to all applicants who are neither lawful residents nor
aliens "lawfully admitted for a temporary period of time."'52 A third category
of aliens, those permanently residing in the United States under color of law
(PRUCOL), are entitled to receive public benefits by federal law even though
they have not necessarily entered the United States legally.'53 Thus,
Proposition 187 creates a conflict with federal law since it would deny benefits
to this category of immigrants because they are neither lawful residents nor
aliens lawfully admitted on a temporary basis." Similarly, if the reporting
schemes in Proposition 187 are viewed as essentially deportation orders, it
may also violate federal immigration law which requires an immigration judge
to issue a deportation order only after a hearing on the record in which the
government bears the burden of proof and the alien has a right to counsel.'55
An alternative challenge to Proposition 187 is based on the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Proposition 187 directly
challenges the Supreme Court's ruling in Plyler v. Doe, which held that it was
unconstitutional for a Texas school district to deny education to illegal
immigrants' children.'56 Writing for a five to four majority, Justice Brennan
applied a hybrid of fundamental rights and quasi-suspect class equal protection
analysis and ruled that the State could not provide a sufficient basis for
justifying its policy.' However, Justice Brennan's opinion in Plyler rests on
assumptions that have lost much of their contemporary validity, and some
scholars argue that Plyler is ripe for an overruling.'58
In Plyler, Justice Brennan relied on an assessment of empirical data which
is suspect today. Brennan wrote, "There is no evidence in the record
suggesting that illegal entrants impose any significant burden on the State's
economy. To the contrary, the available evidence suggests that illegal aliens
underutilize public services, while contributing their labor to the local
152. See supra notes 55-56 and accompanying text.
153. Mailman, supra note 151.
154. Id.
155. See supra note 57 and accompanying text.
156. 457 U.S. 202 (1982).
157. Id. at227-30.
158. Bruce Fein, Much Ado About Little, LEGAL TIMEs, Dec. 5, 1994, at 21.
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economy and tax money to the state fisc."'' 9 While economists still debate the
economic effects of illegal immigration, there seems to be a growing
recognition that some states are facing a financial burden associated with
providing social services to illegal immigrants."6 The federal government's
actions confirm this understanding.
In response to the States' demands for compensation for incarcerating
illegal immigrant felons, the federal government appropriated nearly $350
million in the Crime Bill to compensate the states for these costs.' 6' Referred
to as the State Criminal Alien Assistance program, the first disbursement of
funds under the program occurred in November 1994, when the federal
government released $43 million to Texas and the six other states which
incarcerate large numbers of illegal immigrants.'62 This sum is only considered
a down-payment Texas alone is estimated to have spent $66.8 million in 1993
alone to house illegal immigrant felons.' 63 Over the next five years, the federal
government expects to pay the states a total of $1.8 billion in reimbursement."6
Brennan's assertion that there is no evidence that illegal immigrants impose
"any significant burden" on state economies is simply "too glib to accept." '65
Brennan's reasoning has also been undermined by subsequent
congressional action to curb illegal immigration. In Plyler, Brennan noted the
importance of congressional action: "Faced with an equal protection challenge
respecting the treatment of aliens, we agree that the courts must be attentive
to congressional policy; the exercise of congressional power might well affect
the State's prerogatives to afford differential treatment to a particular class of
aliens."'6 Brennan concluded that "the States do have some authority to act
with respect to illegal aliens, at least where such action mirrors federal
159. Plyler, 457 U.S. at 228.
160. See supra note 12 and accompanying text. Significantly, Congress has already acknowledged
that the states are saddled with a financial burden for providing social services and health care to illegal
immigrants, as well as incarcerating illegal immigrant felons. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 490, 103d Cong., 2d
Sess. 25 (1994). The Conference Report states: "[W]eak enforcement [of immigration laws] has imposed
financial costs on State and local governments .... States must incur costs for incarcerating undocumented
persons convicted of State and local crimes, educating undocumented children, [and] providing emergency
medical services to undocumented persons ... ." Id
161. States' Aliens Tab Addressed: US. Offers Millions for Prisons Costs, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, April
23, 1994, at A3, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
162. CriminalAliens: Feds ShouldPayfor Other Costs, Too, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Nov. 2, 1994,
at 14A, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
163. Id.
164. Id.
165. Rosen, supra note 3, at 24.
166. Plyler, 457 U.S. at 224.
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objectives and furthers a legitimate state goal." '167 Given this standard,
Brennan's claim that the Court was "unable to find in the congressional
immigration scheme any statement of policy that might weigh significantly in
arriving at an equal protection balance" does not apply today."6 Since the
Court's ruling in Plyler, Congress has denied illegal immigrants the right to
food stamps, medical care, and AFDC benefits.'69 Proposition 187 "sits
harmoniously within that orchestra of recent federal immigration laws."' 7
Recent Congressional legislation also casts doubt on the Plyler Court's
analysis of the deterrent effect on illegal immigration when the children of
illegal immigrants are denied a free public education. In Plyler, Justice
Brennan suggested that denying an education to the children of illegal
immigrants was an ineffective means of deterring illegal immigration:
The dominant incentive for illegal entry into the State of Texas is the
availability of employment; few if any illegal immigrants come to this
country, or presumably to the State of Texas, in order to avail
themselves of a free education. . . . "[c]harging tuition to
undocumented children constitutes a ludicrously ineffectual attempt
to stem the tide of illegal immigration," at least when compared with
the alternative of prohibiting the employment of illegal aliens.'
Since the ruling in Plyler, however, the federal government has passed
legislation which does make it illegal for employers to hire illegal immigrants.
The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) established a
system of sanctions to apply to employers who continue to hire illegal
immigrants.' Because the Court can no longer rely on an untried and more
effective alternative to preventing illegal immigration, the precedential value
of Plyler is suspect.'73
The prediction that Plyler may be overruled is significantly strengthened
by the fact that only one of the Justices from the majority, Justice Stevens,
167. Id. at 225.
168. Id. at 224-25.
169. Fein, supra note 158.
170. Id.
171. Plyler, 457 U.S. at 228-29 (quoting Plyler v. Doe, 458 F. Supp. 569, 585 (1985)).
172. Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, 8 U.S.C. § 1101 (1986).
173. Rosen, supra note 3, at 22.
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remains on the Court. 74 The current, more conservative Court would have
likely decided Plyler differently.'
Even if Plyler remains good law, a case can be made that the legal issues
concerning Proposition 187 are distinguishable from the facts in Plyer. The
local ordinance in Plyler applied only to the children of illegal immigrants.
The Court was particularly concerned about penalizing children who had no
control over their status as illegal immigrants. Proposition 187, on the other
hand, also applies to adults who are clearly more culpable parties, since they
are responsible for having decided to violate U.S. immigration laws. 176 The
current Court would be hard pressed to extend the reasoning in Plyler to adult
illegal immigrants. 77 Similarly, the Court's ruling in Plyler was specific to a
denial of education. Given the importance the Court gave to education, Plyler
will probably not pose a barrier to Proposition 187's denial of non-emergency
health care and social services. 78
Reemphasizing the federal government's supremacy in immigration law,
given the weaknesses of a constitutional challenge to Proposition 187 based
on Plyer, represents the most coherent doctrinal approach to Proposition 187.
In this respect, Canada's approach of transferring immigration powers to the
provinces, especially Quebec, has little relevance for the U.S. response to the
crisis in federalism.
174. Stuart Taylor, Popular Hysteria Makes Bad Immigration Policy, CONN. L. TRIB., Dec. 5, 1994,
at 14, available in LEXIS, News Library, LEGNEW File.
175. David B. Rivkin, Jr., Universal Health Care and Illegal Aliens: Can the Former Exclude the
Latter? WASH. LEGAL FOUND. LEGAL BACKGROUNDER, Feb. 25, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library,
LEGNEW File; Taylor, supra note 174, at 14.
176. Rivkin, supra note 175.
177. Kenneth Noble, California Immigration Measure Faces Rocky Legal Path, N.Y. TIMES, Nov.
11, 1994, at B20.
178. Lawrence J. Siskind & Daniel W. Sutherland, Immigration, Propositions and Dodging the
Constitution, THE RECORDER, Nov. 21, 1994, at 8, available in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
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B. Federal-State Immigration Consultation
The Canadian consultation system, on the other hand, has much to offer
the United States as an approach to its immigration problem.179 The Canadian
government has had ample opportunity to determine the nature and extent of
communications between parties that are sufficient to constitute
"consultation." In Port Louis Corp. v. A. -G. Mauritius,' the House of Lords
noted:
[S]ufficient information must be supplied to the local authority to
enable it to tender advice, and, on the other hand, sufficient
opportunity must be given to the local authority to tender that advice.
The statutory obligation is not fulfilled unless sufficient opportunity
is given.., to ask the executive questions and to put inquiries to the
executive, so that the questions and answers amount to a free and
frank exchange of views.... "'
Equally important is what the House of Lords said does not constitute
"consultation": "It is not sufficient," the House of Lords noted, "for the
executive [merely] to inform the local authority of its intentions, the local
authority must be given an opportunity to make adequate representations and
to tender advice."'8 The House of Lords concluded that consultation
"connotes an exchange of ideas.., in which each side has a full opportunity
of contributing to such an exchange; it is not a one-way process but a two-way
process."'8 3
The advantages of true consultation make such a system well worth
emulating. In the Canadian experience, for example, the provinces began to
express increasingly sophisticated views on immigration in their consultations
with the national government. Thus, this policy not only contributed to the
policy choices available to the national government, but also raised "the
179. The U.S. version of immigration consultation could be modeled on the consultation provisions
in Section 108(1) of Canada's Immigration Act of 1976. See supra notes 71-72 and accompanying text.
For purposes of this note, the focus of the U.S. version of Section 108(l) would be changed to illegal
immigration, but all of the advantages of consultation would apply equally to a system which fostered
cooperation on legal immigration as well.
180. 1965 App. Cas. 111 (P.C. 1965) (appeal taken from Mauritius).
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general awareness of immigration policy issues with most provincial
governments."'' Summarizing the experience of Canada's system of
immigration consultation, R.A. Vineberg has noted, "Consultation and
cooperation take time and effort but it seems clear that the result should be a
better and more informed immigration program."'" 5 Giving local authorities
a voice in the consultation process is a means "to delineate the roles and
responsibilities for the two orders of governments and give expression to the
needs and individual circumstances of provinces." '
A system of consultation also forces a national government to maintain
close relations with the provinces in the sphere of immigration, even when
relations between the provinces and the national government may be
deteriorating in other areas."" Given the increasingly hostile relationship
between the states and the federal government, the feature of consultation may
become the most prominent advantage of such a system.
This cooperation can also serve as the model for other areas of federal-
state relations. In every case in Canada, consultation on immigration has
"brought about improved communications and understanding on the part of
both levels of government." ' With so many of the states objecting to the
breakdown in the political process, consultation could also be a powerful tool
for bolstering the legitimacy of the political process.
Consultation between the federal government and the states on
immigration issues could involve a wide range of topics. The states could
consult with the federal government on border control efforts, data concerning
the economic effects of immigration, and federal policy relating to the
eligibility of immigrants to receive social services.
Consultation with the federal government would not be without risks for
the states. Some provinces in Canada, notably Ontario, have avoided being
closely involved in the process in order to avoid becoming embroiled in
controversy surrounding immigration policy."9 On balance, however, this
concern merely reinforces the potential benefits of consultation. If a state feels
its interests are not adequately represented in the political process, it can voice
184. Vineberg. supra note 78, at 312.
185. Id. at 317.
186. Jack W. Ady, Co-operation on Immigration, CALGARY HERALD, Dec. 4, 1994, at A7, available
in LEXIS, News Library, CURNWS File.
187. Vineberg, supra note 78, at 316.
188. Id. at 315.
189. Simmons & Keohane, supra note 108, at 443.
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its concerns via consultation with the federal government. If the state is wary
of becoming involved in politically contentious immigration controversies,
then it can avoid taking a prominent role in the consultation process and can
merely express its interests through the votes of its representatives in
Washington.
The Canadian consultation experience also assuages any fears that federal
supremacy in the area of immigration will be undermined. Vineberg has noted
that "[w]hile the government remained committed to consultation, it reserved
its prerogative to determine the total levels [of immigration] in the national
interest."'" For example, in 1979, Canada was confronted with a large influx
of refugees from Southeast Asia. Rather than base its quota on refugees solely
on provincial preferences, the federal government asserted its authority to
determine national standards for immigration and announced it would accept
50,000 refugees for the remainder of 1979 and all of 1980.'
IV. CONCLUSION
The crisis in federalism in the United States created by the inordinate
impact of illegal immigration on a small number of states presents a unique
opportunity for the federal government to adopt an approach to immigration
policy which replaces the current acrimonious relationship between the states
and the federal government. The states' lawsuits against the federal
government, as well as Proposition 187, are only the first manifestations of the
failure of the federal government to establish a cooperative relationship with
the states on immigration policy. The adoption of a Canadian-style system of
consultation between the states and the federal government on immigration
policy may not provide a total solution to the crisis in federalism, but it will go
far in creating the framework for resolving this crisis in a manner which is
beneficial to both federalism and the nation as a whole.
190. Vineberg, supra note 78, at 311.
191. Id.
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